
directories. Mail surveys are less costly still but generally have even lower response rates—making them most
susceptible to non-response bias.

Not surprisingly, Internet surveys are becoming more common. They are increasingly easy to construct and use
(see “Online Survey Creation”). Although initial contact can be made by mail with a link provided to the survey,
this approach does not necessarily produce higher response rates than an ordinary mail survey. A better approach is
to make initial contact by e-mail with a link directly to the survey. This approach can work well when the population
consists of the members of an organization who have known e-mail addresses and regularly use them (e.g., a
university community). For other populations, it can be difficult or impossible to find a comprehensive list of e-mail
addresses to serve as a sampling frame. Alternatively, a request to participate in the survey with a link to it can be
posted on websites known to be visited by members of the population. But again it is very difficult to get anything
approaching a random sample this way because the members of the population who visit the websites are likely to
be different from the population as a whole. However, Internet survey methods are in rapid development. Because
of their low cost, and because more people are online than ever before, Internet surveys are likely to become the
dominant approach to survey data collection in the near future.

Finally, it is important to note that some of the concerns that people have about collecting data online (e.g.,
that internet-based findings differ from those obtained with other methods) have been found to be myths. Table 9.3
(adapted from Gosling, Vazire, Srivastava, & John, 2004)3 addresses three such preconceptions about data collected
in web-based studies:

Table 9.3 Some Preconceptions and Findings Pertaining to Web-based Studies

Preconception Finding

Internet samples are not
demographically diverse

Internet samples are more diverse than traditional samples in many domains, although
they are not completely representative of the problem

Internet samples are maladjusted,
socially isolated, or depressed Internet users do not differs from nonusers on markers of adjustment and depression

Internet-based findings differ from
those obtained with other methods

Evidence so far suggests that Internet-based findings are consistent with findings based
on traditional methods (e.g., on self-esteem, personality), but more data are needed.

Online Survey Creation

There are now several online tools for creating online questionnaires. After a questionnaire is created, a link
to it can then be e-mailed to potential respondents or embedded in a web page. The following websites are
among those that offer free accounts. Although the free accounts limit the number of questionnaire items and
the number of respondents, they can be useful for doing small-scale surveys and for practicing the principles
of good questionnaire construction. A small note of caution: even when Canadian researchers are performing
research on Canadian residents, if the data is held on US servers, it is subject to be seized as granted through
the Patriot Act. To avoid infringing on any rights, the following is a list of online survey sites that are hosted
in Canada:

• Fluid Surveys—http://fluidsurveys.com/
• Simple Survey—http://www.simplesurvey.com/

3. Gosling, S. D., Vazire, S., Srivastava, S., & John, O. P. (2004). Should we trust web-based studies? A comparative analysis of six preconceptions
about internet questionnaires. American Psychologist, 59(2), 93-104.
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